Spatial discrimination learning of electrocutaneous stimuli is influenced by the type of stimulation.
Although spatial discrimination of electrocutaneous stimuli can be improved by training, we do not know whether the improvement of spatial discrimination varies as a function of the type of stimulus presentation. In the present study, two groups of healthy human volunteers were trained over a period of 5 days to discriminate 23 patterns of one, two, three, or four simultaneously stimulated electrodes on the upper arm. In group one, two or three simultaneously stimulated electrodes were applied at different skin areas with an anchor electrode. This type of stimulation was hypothesised to facilitate discrimination performance by providing a cue about stimulus patterns applied. In group two, two or three simultaneously stimulated electrodes were applied at different skin areas with electrodes arranged as adjacent electrodes like a zoned field. Double and triple stimulus patterns presented with an anchor electrode were discriminated significantly better than double and triple patterns presented as zoned fields. This improvement in stimulus discrimination resulted primarily from a better discrimination of double stimulation patterns. However, there was a clear influence of spatial distance between simultaneously activated electrodes on the results. Thus, both spatial distances between stimulated electrodes and, to a minor extent, the anchor stimulation per se influenced this result. Furthermore, results revealed an overall significant improvement of stimulus discrimination in both groups and an improvement varying as a function of the number of stimulated electrodes. Overall, results indicate that the improvement of spatial discrimination of electrocutaneous stimuli varies as a function of the type of stimulus presentation.